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 The if statement is an important programming tool. 

It allows us to tell the computer whether to run a 

group of instructions, based on a condition or set of 

conditions. With an if statement, we can tell the 

computer to make a choice.

 The Syntax of if Statement is:

if(<condition>):
<indented-statement(s)>

 Boolean expressions, or conditional expressions, are 

important programming tools: the computer’s ability 

to make decisions depends on its ability to evaluate 

Boolean expressions to True or False.

If statement



 You can also pair an else with an if statement. 

 The elif keyword can be used to specify an 

else if statement.

 Furthermore, if statements may be nested 

within eachother. 

 a = eval(input(“Enter the number”)
 b = eval(input(“Enter the number”)
 c = eval(input(“Enter the number”)
 if (a >b) and (a > c):
 print ("a is greatest")
 elif (b > a) and (b>c):
 print ("b is greatest")
 else:
 print ("c is greatest")

If statement (Cont…)

if expression:
statements

else:
statements



 A loop is a language construct that repeatedly executes a block of instructions based on a condition

 To build loops, first we need to identify the repeated steps

 The main advantages of loops  is code re-usability

 Python support the following loop statements

− while 

− for

Loops



 While loops have the following general structure.

 Here, statements refers to one or more lines of 

Python code. The conditional expression may be any 

expression, where any non-zero value is true. The 

loop iterates while the expression is true.

 Note: All the statements indented by the same 

amount after a programming construct are 

considered to be part of a single block of code. 

While statement

while expression:
statements

i = 1
while i < 4:

print (i)
i = i + 1

flag = True
while flag and i < 8:

print (flag, i)
i = i + 1
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 Read a list of names in a family

 Print the names as a spiral

Spiral of names

import turtle

# set the background color to black
turtle.bgcolor("black")

# create a list of colors
colors = ["red","yellow","blue","green","orange","purple","brown","gray","pink","navy"]

# create an emply list of names
names = []

# ask the name of the family member
name = input("Enter the name of the family member : ")
# keep asking the names until no name entered
while name != "":

# Add the read name to names list
names.append(name)
# Ask for the next name
name = input("Enter the name of the family member : ")

# draw a spiral of names on the screen
i = 1
while i<= 100:

turtle.pencolor(colors[i%len(names)])
turtle.penup()
turtle.forward(i*4)
turtle.pendown()
turtle.write(names[i%len(names)], font=("Arial",int((i+4)/4),"bold"))
turtle.left(360/len(names) + 2)
i = i + 1

turtle.done()



 At this point you should 

− Understand 

 Conditions
 If statement
 While statement

What You Learned



Lab Time


